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Representing two of the world’s largest democratic systems, India and the European Union share a mutual commitment to diversity, multilateralism and a rules-based international order. Since their establishment in the mid-1900s, both entities have developed a comprehensive partnership that engages several sectors of the economy and society. In 1962, India became one of the first countries to recognize the authority of the European Economic Community. In the following decades, both sides intensified their relationship by signing several cooperation agreements focused on commercial and cultural collaboration. However, 2004 marked a momentous occasion for the innate relationship between India and the EU. By adopting a comprehensive road map to create a Strategic Partnership, both regions affirmed their mutual support for respect of human rights, fundamental freedoms and developmental cooperation. The Joint Action Plan of 2005 provided additional mechanisms to strengthen integration of trade and people.

Regardless of their organic relationship throughout history, India and the EU have been unable to make significant progress on several issues. The main cause of concern is the broad-based Bilateral Trade and Investment Agreement (BTIA), whose negotiations started in 2007. The BTIA was expected to create progressive policy reform on a myriad of topics, including trade of goods and services, investment, sanitary and phytosanitary measures, technical barriers to trade, dispute settlement, intellectual property rights and sustainable development (“India-EU”). Additionally, this ambitious free trade agreement was expected to cut duties on more than 90% of goods traded between India and the EU to spur heightened revenue growth in both regions.

In 2012, a study conducted by the Boston Consulting Group concluded that through European Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and technology transfer, the BTIA would create over six million jobs and increase revenue by more than $170 million in India alone (Guin). According to a 2016 study conducted by the Ifo Institute on behalf of the Bertelsmann Foundation, India could increase its GDP by 1.3% annually, which is almost $28 billion based on its 2015 GDP (Felbermayr et al.) Now, at a time when Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Damodardas Modi is prioritizing large scale projects such as Make in India, Digital India and the Smart Cities Mission, assistance from European countries could help India avoid capital wastage and technical mistakes that occur in the process of learning by doing. Moreover, BTIA presents an incredible opportunity for India to firmly establish itself as a major global power. Through European support, Indian
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companies can obtain a virtual mark of approval on a global scale. For example, by being accredited as a Data Secure Nation, Indian IT companies would benefit from increased market access in developed countries. Moreover, considering that the EU is India’s largest trade partner, accounting for almost 13.5% of India’s total trade in 2015-2016 (“India”), it is clear to see that a closer partnership would be extremely beneficial for India’s GDP.
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*Figure 1 demonstrates the Trade Volumes between India and the EU from 1994-2014 (in USD mn). Source: IFO Institute.*

On the other hand, the EU stands to benefit from preferential access to India’s emerging and dynamic economy. In the last decade, European investment in India rose from 8% to 18%, accounting for almost €76.7 billion in 2017 (“India”). Home to almost 1.3 billion people, India contains an enormous untapped market of a young and rising middle class, which is predicted to increase spending in the near future (Fuller). Apart from the high rate of economic growth, the EU stands to benefit from complementary trade baskets and high market protection. European investors also stand to gain from India’s lucrative renewable energy market (Khandekar). Given the Modi government’s willingness to achieve 175GW renewable energy capacity in the next four years, the EU can provide not only capital but also technical expertise to advance its commitment to addressing climate change. Lastly, an educated Indian workforce would be able to provide low-cost services for an aging European population. By using the BTIA to establish freer movement of professionals, European corporations can avail the cost-cutting advantages of cheaper labor.

In addition to the obvious economic advantages, BTIA carries strategic implications. A free trade agreement increases the possibility of a spillover effect. Both entities can benefit from enhanced exchange on numerous matters relating to transnational terrorism, climate change and energy. In recent years, India has become an increasingly valuable security partner for the European Union (Ziegler and Ney). By using the BTIA to reaffirm their commitment to a lasting
and structured relationship, India and the EU can heighten cooperation in areas such as cybersecurity and security in the Indian Ocean. Additionally, by assisting collaborative partnerships among members of academia, BTIA can enhance people to people relations and cultural exchange.

However, regardless of an initial dedication to deepen their partnership, India and the EU have made marginal progress on the BTIA. More than a decade after it was proposed, negotiations have come to a virtual standstill. Publicly, both sides frequently express intent to revive the free trade agreement. Yet, no real progress has been made since the 15th round of negotiations, which was held in 2013. Several points of contention have hindered India and the EU from taking their friendship a step further.

European negotiators are concerned by India’s unwillingness to provide duty and tax concessions on automobiles, spirits and dairy imports. In the past, India has made duty cuts on vehicle components, but continues to maintain 60-100% duties on assembled vehicles. From a European perspective, the high level of protectionism is a major barrier to liberalized trade. But, for some nationalist factions and Indian car manufacturers such as Tata, providing concessions to European exporters will not only increase competition, but also lower rates of employment and impede the success of Modi’s Make in India initiative (Singh and Priya). Another key source of disagreement between both sides concerns intellectual property rights. Currently, India is committed to the World Trade Organization’s Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. These laws allow Indian pharmaceutical companies to retain rights to generic formulas and test results for a certain period. But, a successful BTIA would require India to upgrade laws, which would prevent pharmaceutical companies from making incremental changes to renew patents. Therefore, the Indian negotiators fear that this policy change would slow development and supply of generic medicines. Lastly, in the service sector, the EU demands increased liberalization and ease of business related to FDI, legal services and accounting (Singh and Priya). Recently, the Modi administration has made progress on this issue by encouraging FDI. Through constant efforts, India’s ranking on the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Index has also improved 53 points in just two years.

On the Indian side of negotiations, priority is given to issues related to non-tariff barriers and a new visa regime for skilled professionals. Citing high European standards on agricultural and food products, pharmaceuticals, and intellectual property rights, India places an emphasis on the negotiation of technical and non-tariff barriers to trade over duty cuts. Additionally, India’s demand for a data secure nation status under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) remains highly contentious. Europe’s strict laws on data protection, which include a long list of compliance requirements, increase cost of operation and hinder Indian IT companies from actively expanding their businesses in the EU. Lastly, one of the most important issues between the two countries revolves around India’s desire to obtain a liberalized visa regime for its professional citizens; post-study work visas and work permits act as a major obstacle for skilled Indians looking for employment in EU member states. Given that different countries within the EU have varying laws on permits and visas, future compromise on this issue seems highly unlikely.
Brexit poses an additional challenge to the realization of BTIA. Derivative of history, India has used Britain as a pathway to other European countries. Prime Minister, Theresa May’s decision to visit India as one of her first bilateral state trips signifies the weakened Britain’s inclination to reciprocate and gain more Indian favors. A bilateral agreement would be more practical for Indian officials, who could easily gain public favor for an India-Britain deal that provides an avenue for a liberalized visa regime. On the other hand, Britain obtains easier access to a growing market of more than a billion people. If the two countries can agree even on a portion of stated demands, the negotiation of BTIA would be further jeopardized; Indian officials would continue to disregard the EU as a decision-making authority.

Overall, the strategic and economic benefits of a successful BTIA are clear. However, over ambitious expectations, little political will and resistance to a new world order have hindered the EU and India from deepening their relationship. India’s tendency to deal with EU member states bilaterally in hopes of curtailing long ratification processes of the EU have limited its commitment to negotiate the BTIA. On the other hand, some EU member states continue to treat India with a nonchalant attitude (Stanzel). Traces of colonial domination linger even 70 years after India’s independence (Muenchow-Pohl). Looking ahead, it would be more practical for both regions to limit scope of negotiations and to foster sector wise cooperation and liberalization through a new agreement. With the newly elected European Parliament and Indian administration, politicians and policy makers in both regions should prioritize strengthening foreign policy and strategic partnerships. Currently, the EU is a major soft power; its foreign policy places emphasis on the promotion of democratic institutions, human rights and a rules-based international order. However, as a developing country, India is striving to establish itself as a hard power. Increased military spending, a bid to the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and a nuclear deal with the United States hint at India’s commitment to realpolitik. Unless this key difference in the foreign policy objectives and attitudes of both regions is given more consideration, successful negotiation of any free trade agreement will continue to be an uphill task.

Despite being only one of ten countries to share a Strategic Partnership with the EU, India has been unable to deepen cooperation through BTIA. The distant friendship of both regions has failed to materialize into a stronger relationship. Negotiating a free trade agreement will not only bring economic benefits to both sides but also trigger positive spillover effects in other areas of common interest such as counterterrorism, climate change and human rights. By acknowledging India’s growing influence in the world, especially as a regional powerhouse in South Asia, European negotiators need to establish a new approach to interacting with Indian officials. The current EU strategy for India dates back to 2004 and needs to be updated to reflect the rapidly changing geopolitical environment. On the other hand, the Indian government needs to recognize the legitimacy and success of EU’s supranational institutions. Given its experience with South
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Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and the recent uncertainty around Brexit, India has continued to use a bilateral approach in Europe. But, the successful negotiation of the ambitious Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) with Canada stands testament to EU’s undeniable success. On another front in the geopolitical landscape, the continuing trade war between the United States and China provides an opportunity for the EU and India to champion a more peaceful world order that supports stable economic growth. To maintain and strengthen their status as major powers in an increasingly multipolar world, the EU and India need to recognize and build on their natural partnership and cooperate in numerous economic and social sectors.
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